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Innovative Zero Trust 



Cybersecurity at hardware-enforced, isolated, embedded levels inherently offering Zero Trust security






























Patent-Protected 



Eleven awarded U.S. Patents on over 150 Claims 





























Commercial-Ready 



Usable as standalone solutions or value-adds to current commercial security solutions 





























Competitively Proven 



For example, TRIPLiot IoT security beat 30 hacker teams in USCYBERCOM Challenge 



















 Developed Technologies for
BUILT-IN SECURITY
to
ELIMINATE
KNOWN WEAKNESSES and THREATS 












WorkPlay™️
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WorkPlay
OVERCOMES
Risk of cross-contamination
between domains from
Escalated Privileges
 











2 COMPLETE, SEPARATE & INDEPENDENT 
 





Operating Systems (OS’s) in a single smartphone with a single CPU
 





OS’s ISOLATED FROM EACH OTHER
 





prevents malware cross-contamination between inside phones
 





SWITCH IN A FEW SECONDS
 





between the 2 inside phones by simply pressing the switch icon and resume exactly where it left off
 





AVAILABLE NOW
 





in a secure Bittium (Finland) TM2 smartphone, please contact us if you would like a demonstration or to order the phone
 






















Cloud Safe Passage™️
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Cloud Safe Passage
OVERCOMES
Known vulnerabilities in sanitization methods of email attachments
 











ISOLATED KEY FUNCTIONS
 





single-use One-Time-Only Disarm and Reconstruction environments
 





COMPLETE CUSTOMER CONTROL & MANAGEMENT
 





through security policies, with comprehensive audit and reporting system
 





A COMPETITIVE VALUE-ADD
 





easily adapted to existing email security solutions
 





READY-TO-GO
 





as a customer-managed AWS Cloud Service, integrated with Microsoft Office 365 email system
 






















TRIPLiot™️
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TRIPLiot
OVERCOMES
Internet-borne malware 
otherwise accessing IoT devices and fleets
 











SECURITY FUNCTIONS ISOLATED
 





in a separate hardware-enforced Security Domain (separate OS, VM)
 





 REAL-TIME OVER-THE-AIR SECURE
 





(1) Firmware Update
(2) Integrity Check 
(3) Communication Channel Monitoring
 





VALIDATED SUCCESS
 





in an IP camera system thwarting 30 hacker teams at USCYBERCOM  “Hack-the-Building Challenge”
 





DEVELOPER FRIENDLY
 





created to be easily implemented in IoT product development like an SDK 
 






















TwinBoard™️
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TwinBoard
OVERCOMES
Risks in using the standard
 single circuit board mobile device
 for Dual Persona
 











New Phone Hardware Architecture Design 
 





with two standard phone circuit boards inside
 





TYPICAL PHONE
 





true 2-in-1 phone having the size, touch, feel, etc. of a typical smartphone
 





UNIQUE SMALL MINI-BOARD
 





controls shared features (display, battery, buttons) but cannot transmit user data
 





SWITCHING & INCOMING CALLS
 





switching between each phone is instant, OS is returned to where it left off, and calls to either inside phone will ring
 


























InZero is dedicated to overcoming known cybersecurity vulnerabilities, creating demonstrable solutions that are user-friendly and compatible with existing commercial cybersecurity methods and products.
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Contact Us
 





100 Carpenter Drive, Suite 203
Sterling, VA 20164
[email protected]
PH: 703-636-2048
 





©️ 2023 InZero Technologies, LLC.  All rights reserved.  Trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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